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Abstract 
The slow development of the service sector in China mainly lies in the lagging behind of rural services sector 
development in the rural area. Currently, the gap of per capita income between rural and urban areas in China is 
fifteen years, and employment quota of city service sector surpassed fifty percent fifteen years ago. However, the 
employment quota of the rural service sector in 2009 was less than ten percent. The reason may be the dispersive 
distribution of the rural population, such as the construction of immigrating towns Three Gorges Project, the 
construction of towns by canceling villages in Hei Longjiang Province, the group together of the southeast coastal 
industry. This thesis analyzes the promotion effect of people gathering on the development of service sector with the 
tool of building models and proposes that developing service sector is a low-carbon path for the economic 
development.       
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1.Introduction 
In the 19th century, Von Thumen used the equation V=P-(CˇT)to represent the relation between the 
sales profit and production and marketing, in which VǃPǃCǃT represent the profit, price, cost and 
transport expenses. This equation reveals that if transport distance differs, the transport expenses vary, 
thus the profits are different. A. Weber, in the research of the industry position, attaches great importance 
to the influence of distance, who thinks that industry distribution should choose the minimum point of the 
sum of transport and labor power. Samuelson P. A. describes the influence of distance as the transport of 
the lumps of ice, some parts of one unit product melt after transporting from place r to place s. The 
viewpoints of the scholars did not neglect the influence of transport distance. 
Some scholars propelled the influence of distance, thinking that the effect is not only on transport 
expenses. For instance, Harris C. proposed in Market Potential that market potential is not in direct 
proportion with the purchasing power of a point, but also is in inverse proportion with the distance from 
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the market to the point. W. Christallor held that the sales volume of the centre place market is a conic, at 
the bottom of which the centre of a circle is abstracted as a “one-point” market. If the distance with the 
market is different, so is the sales volume of the same goods. Alonso W. also realized in building 
competing rent models 1 that the commuters distance was affected by commuter expenses and it will 
cause other minus effects [1]. 
2.Market Territory 
This thesis will abstract distribution of population as the influence of the distance between suppliers 
and purchasers, taking the retail industry as an example. 
If distance expenses are defined as: distance expenses=transport expenses + the opportunity cost in 
transport process, then distance expenses are in inverse proportion with the distance. If a store is placed at 
the original point of the coordination in picture 1, cross axle r represents the distance between consumers 
and the store, Q(r) represents the quantity of goods the consumers intend to buy in the store (supposed 
that the goods are not necessities), then with the increase of r, the distance expenses will increase, which 
leads to the increase of the consumption price, which refers to the price in the store plus the distance 
expenses, and the download of the sales volume. The constant increase of r will come across a point R 
that leads to Q(r)=0, thus the district with R as the radius is the market territory of this merchandise[2].  
Figure1.  
Apparently different merchandises embody various market territories. The market territory (Rc) of a 
store surpasses the ones of all the merchandises. Different types of stores have different market territories; 
the larger the store, the more various the goods, the bigger the market territories. The discount stores have 
relatively larger market territories; the market territory of a store center surpasses the ones of all the stores 
in the center; the rise of the income level will enlarge the market territory and the decrease of the income 
level will minimize the market territory; the better change of traffic condition will enlarge the market 
territory, the bad change of traffic condition will decrease the market territory [3]. 
3.The Condition for a Store Entering a District 
In Picture 2 the population density in the scope of market territory of a store is D(r), if the radius of 
the market territory of this store is Rc , there is a banded circle district in this market territory, the 
distance between the center of a circle and the circle id r, the width of the band is r, tƸ he population in 
the band is 2 ± r  r D(r), the needing quantity of every consumer for merchandise I in the band is Ƹ
Qi(r), the price is Pi, if r is small enough, the total profit the store in this districtƸ  can be described as 
TR=Pi[2 ± r D(r) Qi (r)]dr, the integral region [0, Rc], the sum scope of is i=0,…, N, N is the types 
of merchandises in the store. 
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Figure2  
Production Expansion Line is connected by the tangency point of equal cost line and equal production 
curve and every point on the Production Expansion Line refers to a group of minimum cost essential 
factor portion of different elements. When contracting along the curve to the low points, there will always 
be a point enabling the quantity of a disposed element (or a few elements at the same time) inseparable 
(for example, no matter how small a restaurant is, it still needs a labor force), this point is the optimum 
minimum scale of an enterprise. If the point-indicating enterprise total cost is TCo, then TCo is called the 
threshold value for entering that kind of store. The threshold value for entering grocery store is small, 
while threshold value for entering department store is relatively large. The store with larger TCo is 
considered as higher level. If the anticipated total profit the store can get in that market territory is larger 
than its entering threshold value TR>TCo, the store can enter that district. If TR<TCo, then the stores 
with larger threshold value than that TCo can not enter that district and people in this district will lose 
relevant employment opportunities, thus relevant consumption needs can not be satisfied. The villages in 
China are this kind of area, with scare merchant service and the employment quarto of service sector 
lagging behind its economic development [4]. 
4.Equal Population Contour 
In total profit TR=Pi[2 ʌ r D(r) Qi (r)]dr, supposed that Pi and Qi(r) are constants, the total profit 
TR is a function of district radius and district population density, in which the number of population in 
this district decide whether this store can enter this district. If a one-dimensional cross axle represents the 
market territory radius r of a store, the vertical axle represents the population density d, and different 
points on this contour represent the same population, then this line is called equal population contour, 
which reveals the condition for some kind of store to enter that district. In picture 4, the left top of middle 
population line is cut off by saturated population density contour (the maximum population density 
contour), the right bottom is cut off by the vertical contour of that sore’s market territory. When the 
population density of a district is lower than the right bottom of vertical axle on the equal population 
contour or the district radius is shorter than the left top cross axle of equal population contour, the district 
can not satisfy the entering condition of equal population contour, thus the store can not enter that district 
[5]. 
Figure3  
There are more than 900 million country people in China, while the average population density is less 
than 150 person/square meters. Every natural village is a minor district that can not satisfy the entering 
condition of equal population contour of most stores. 
In the previous parts the condition for service enterprise to enter a district is analyzed by taking retail 
industry as an example, public property is also a service. Samuelson P. A. holds that when the sum 
Marginal rate of substitution (MRS) between public properties and private ones is larger than the 
Marginal rate of transformation (MRT) between public properties and private ones, it is a good time for 
the public properties to enter. Actually, this condition is the same with the one of the previous parts. They 
are all about the condition of enough consumers loading fixed expenses in the market territory. 
Meanwhile, the condition proposed by Samuelson P. A. embodies that if better public service is needed, 
the population distribution must be dense. District transport facilities are a special kind of public property. 
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Figure 4  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5 
In Picture 5, supposed that C is a high-level communication road, A is the minimum distance 
expenses from entrance to consumers, B is the minimum distance expenses directly from consumers to 
market, A and B are both distance expenses on the low-level communication road, the minimum distance 
expenses from high-level communication road to merchant center are C (supposed that high-level 
communication road have lower distance expenses compared with low-level communication road. If the 
populations are scattering distributed: the distance expenses of using high-level communication road are 
C+A, the ratio of the two roads are {A + C (scattering)}/B, when people gather towards the entrance of 
high-level communication road, A condenses to A (focused), when A (focused) tends to be zero, the 
distances of B and C are the same, using C will cost less distance expenses than using B. Therefore, 
people’s gathering enables the communication condition change to higher level constantly, increases the 
needs for the goods in the department center, decreases the total length of the road network and saves the 
land of relevant road network [6]. 
5.Urther Research on the Effect of Population Gathering 
Direct instinct tells us that the larger the city, the more various the goods, the higher the rent of the 
center land in the city is. The quarto of service castor in the district economy will increase with the 
expansion of district. 
Figure 6 
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Simply supposed that the population density in one district id saturated, and the district scope is limited, 
as is shown in picture 6. Ci is the minimum district scope for type i stores to enter the district. When the 
radius of this district is Rq, only type Tc1 stores can enter this district. When the district expands to Rq1, 
this district will permit type Tc2 and Tc3 stores enter. That is to say, the normal natural villages will only 
permit the entering of small stores like grocery stores. If we enlarge the village to a town, then this town 
can contain hundreds of grocery stores, and also restaurants, barbershops, public baths and network bars 
supermarkets, etc.. Here although the district is only enlarged for N times, the increase of the service 
sector surpasses N times, that is, the increase extent of service sector is larger than the increase of district. 
Consequently we can reach the conclusion: the scope of service sector will increase with the expansion of 
district. That is why the income level of the countryside has already bypass the one fifteen years ago, 
while the employment quarto of service sector in the countryside is still lower than the one in cities in the 
same year.     
The expansion of district will bring scale economy to merchants. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7 
In picture7, if the district scale Rq is expanded from C3 to R, the consumer scale of which Tc1, Tc2, 
Tc3 refer to will be expanded to R. That is, under the condition of fixed cost of enterprise, the volume of 
passenger traffic enlarge to R. Due to the district scale expansion the stores profits increase and the 
marginal cost of the stores decreases constantly. With the expansion of the district scale and the entrance 
permission of higher level stores, the variety of district goods and production factories increase, 
consumers have more room of choice and the consumers enlarge the consumption effects. 
D. Ricardo once said that “rent will devour all the economic profits of land using”, which means when 
district scale expands, the marginal cost of all kinds of shops decline, economic profits emerge and the 
land rents will increase accordingly. This is the reason why the larger the city scale, the higher the land 
rent [7]. 
6.Conclusion 
In the article, The Advise of the Twelfth Five Year Plan of national economy and society development 
from the central government, there are twelve projects. The first one is to step up in changing the methods 
of economic development; the second is to insist on inner needs expansion; the third is to step up in 
building socialist new villages. This main idea of this research is to step up the development of the third 
industry, which is different from the development of industry-leading economy, in the countryside 
through the gathering of people. In addition, the constant increase of non-agricultural employment will 
increase the average income level in the villages and increase the opportunity cost of farmer labors. 
Therefore the gathering of rural population will alter the way of economic development in large scale. On 
one hand, the realization of the gathering of rural population relies on the construction of rural middle 
towns and small cities, the increase of rural income will bring the increase of consumption, both of which 
will firmly enlarge the inner needs. On the second hand, when the construction of rural middle towns and 
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small cities comes to a certain extant, most of the rural population will move to towns and the villages 
will have thorough changes. 
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